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Foreword: Looking Back and Ahead
I arrived at Albright College in October 2010 and inherited an exciting season of arts activities that had been planned as part of a year-long
celebration of contributions by women in all the arts. This theme spurred the idea for the Freedman Gallery’s first, national juried exhibition, Gender
Matters/Matters of Gender, which was installed and on view from March 23-April 20, 2011. Unlike other exhibitions of a similar theme, the process
was open to all artists, not just women or those identifying as female, so that we could present a broader spectrum of concepts and ideas for how
gender is reflected in art, how it influences certain artistic mediums, and how gender often affects the circumstances in which the artist creates work,
in addition to how gender can affect the perceptions of viewers.
The response was overwhelming: 240 artists submitted more than 450 works for potential inclusion in the exhibition. Judith Tannenbaum, former
Freedman Gallery director from 1981-1986, who, at the time was the curator for the Museum of Art, Rhode Island School of Design, served as the
juror. Her final selections included 58 works by 47 artists working in all media. For installation, the works were grouped into themes that centered
on aging, relationships, race and other topics that ultimately revealed the importance of a varied identity for each individual. Questions were added
in vinyl letters on the wall for each section and clipboards were installed for viewers to record responses; those appear further on in this publication
and are quite interesting.
As a whole, the exhibition remains one of the most successful and important in the Freedman’s long history as it was the first open call, juried exhibition
undertaken by the Gallery. It also received overwhelming critical acclaim and a favorable response from the campus and regional communities.
Thus, I would like to thank Judith Tannenbaum for her expert selection as juror. We remain grateful for the continued relationship to Ms.
Tannenbaum over the decades since she served as director of the Freedman Gallery.
I must also thank Chris Kolva, who served as the project coordinator, managing the logistics during a time the Freedman Gallery and the Center for
the Arts were both without directors.
Members of the Visual Arts Committee (VAC) from the spring 2011 and current members are listed in the back pages of this publication, and they
deserve special thanks for their long-standing service and leadership of this important advisory committee.
Additionally, the Freedman Gallery staff, including the student gallery attendants, deserve our sincere thanks, especially Nancy Sarangoulis, Danny
Looker, Lisa Korecky, and Beth Krumholz, who were on staff in the spring 2011 and were tremendously helpful in making this exhibition so successful.
I also acknowledge The Silverweed Foundation and the Pennsylvania Council on the Arts who were providing general operating support at the time
of the original exhibition, in addition to contributions from our long-committed donors. Support for publishing this catalogue was provided in part
by a recent gift arranged by Beulah “Boots” Fehr from Berks Products, for which we remain ever so grateful.
Finally, I must thank all the artists who submitted work, and must particularly thank the artists who were entered into the show. Your work was
exceptional, and your patience is appreciated.
In addition to (finally) publishing this catalogue to commemorate the 10th anniversary of the Gender Matters/Matters of Gender exhibition, I am
excited to announce that the Freedman has invited two artists, Ria Brodell and Lannie Hart, to show work as part of the 2020/2021 season.
While it may seem strange to some that we would revisit and publish a catalogue almost ten years after an exhibition, I think there is a reason for
everything. Back in 2010/2011, a couple of members on the VAC pondered whether we needed a season about “women in the arts.” Shouldn’t we
be passed the point of viewing work separately? Despite the momentum and ground gained for marriage equality for gays and lesbians, the public
acknowledgment and rights of transgender and non-binary individuals, and efforts to provide equal pay for women, the last few years have certainly
taught us that issues related to gender are still a hotbed of conflict for Americans, and it is up to artists and those institutions that support them to
keep these issues at the forefront of our consciousness.
David M. Tanner, May 2020
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Aileen Boyce, Destiny, 2007, oil on canvas, 25 x 31 inches
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Juror’s Statement
Yes, gender does matter. As a result of the feminist movement of the 1970s and the emergence of queer studies in subsequent decades, gender is
now accepted as a focus for serious intellectual consideration in the arts, humanities, social sciences, and biological sciences. Rather than adhering
to strict sexual and behavioral norms, definitions of masculinity and femininity are understood to be culturally constructed — allowing for greater
fluidity of experience and recognition for individuals, and groups. The acceptance of same-sex marriage and the repeal of our military’s “don’t ask,
don’t tell” policy were important developments in support of visibility and equality.
It is inconceivable that an open call for entries to an exhibition such as this would have occurred when I was starting out as a curator in the ’70s. On
the other hand, incidents of censorship related to sexuality and gender still arise all too often, and portrayals of various types of people — male and
female, young and old, gay and straight, black and white, Italian, Jewish, Muslim, and so on — are often detrimentally stereotyped in the mass media.
It was gratifying to review paintings, drawings, prints, photographs, sculpture, and video submitted by more than 200 artists from which
approximately one fourth were selected for the exhibition. The aim was to respond to images individually rather than proceeding from a fixed
set of expectations. My preference, however, was to choose works in which particular characteristics of gender are a concern. The range of styles,
techniques, and subject matter is striking; however, several themes emerged.
It is not surprising that portraiture, self-portraiture, and images of the body (male, female, and transgender) are prevalent. Most artists are highly
aware of the history of art that precedes them, and some here pay homage to the past by incorporating imagery drawn from classical and old master
artworks with their own investigations of the human body. Photography is particularly well represented — perhaps because it lends itself well to
portraying “real” people and everyday circumstances as well as staged situations. A number of works in various media question or underscore how
conventional gender roles have changed or are changing: for example, a hair drawing of a man asleep with a doll and several portraits that focus
on young women who hunt — an activity traditionally identified as appropriate for males but not females. Emotional and physical relationships
between two women, two or more men, or a man and a woman are depicted. Several particularly poignant and courageous works portray
individuals who are in the process of transitioning from male to female or female to male.
The awareness of gender often goes hand-in-hand with other issues. The topic of aging, for example, is something that both women and men have
tended to shy away from, but it is confronted here by several artists. Similarly, race, ethnicity, and national identity are inseparable from gender
roles. Perhaps the most important point of this exhibition is to reveal how richly multi-faceted identity is for every one of us.
Judith Tannenbaum, March 2011
Richard Brown Baker Curator of Contemporary Art
Museum of Art, Rhode Island School of Design (RISD)

Juror’s Biography
Judith Tannenbaum was named The RISD Museum’s first curator of contemporary art in 2000. In 2002, she became the Richard
Brown Baker Curator of Contemporary Art, the Museum’s first endowed position. Tannenbaum has organized numerous
exhibitions focusing on painting, sculpture, video, and interdisciplinary work — with a particular interest in connections between
visual art and performance and relationships among fine art, craft and design. Exhibitions and publications for RISD include Lynda
Benglis (2010), Inner City (2009); Styrofoam (2008); Beth Lipman: After You’re Gone (2008); Wunderground: Providence, 1995 to
the present (2006); Betty Woodman: Il Giardino dipinto (2005); Island Nations: New Art from Cuba, the Dominican Republic, Puerto
Rico, and the Diaspora (2004); On the Wall: Wallpaper by Contemporary Artists (2003); and Jim Isermann: Logic Rules (2000). From
1986 to 2000, Tannenbaum served variously as curator, associate director, and interim director at the Institute of Contemporary
Art (ICA), University of Pennsylvania. From 1981 to 1986, she was director of the Freedman Gallery, Albright College.
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Ayn Toppin, Between US, 2009, oil on canvas, 30 x 40 inches
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Lannie Hart,
Joan of Arc, 2008,
steel, brass polymer
clay, found objects,
27 x 17 x 18 inches
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The following section contains questions in bold type that were posed in vinyl letters on the wall for various sections of the exhibition.
Below the questions are viewer responses that were collected on clipboards available in each section.
These are unedited for content and reflect only the opinion of the anonymous writer.

What is gender?
A label.
A reason to feel superior.
A gift or a curse.
A penis or a vagina... is one really superior?
Gender is a word. A state of mind.

Is feminist art still relevant? Why or why not?
Feminist art was relevant in the ‘60s. Now you’re just vilifying white men for being men.
Response from another viewer: Then tell me why there are still women being raped every day, here and in other countries, and why there is
a current political attack on women’s healthcare in the U.S. No need for feminism? If you stop sticking up for your rights, you risk losing
them. Feminism – the equality between women and men.
Men can be feminists too! I am a gay Black male feminist!
Males make art about being a male, as a feminist and an artist why wouldn’t I do the same.
Response from another viewer: Why make art about being a male?
Yes, just because women have more rights than they used to, doesn’t mean we stop presenting our views and opinions. Feminists allow a balance
in society between men and women.
Yes. Feminism in general is still relevant in today’s society, especially in the arts, which have the unique ability to hold a mirror up to society in
order to draw attention to potential issues.

How does time affect a woman?
The same way it affects a man.
In a linear fashion.
Either she becomes more sure or less sure of herself.
Somewhere between Mercury and Titan, she becomes invisible.
It makes her hot, then not, then dead, then not.
Over time the role of women in society has changed, but WE still have a long way to go.
Women gain more power as time progresses. Time also affects women’s beauty.
Response from another viewer: It also effects a man’s beauty.
Makes her ugly.
Makes a women wiser.
She becomes less concerned about the beauty of her body and more concerned about the beauty of the mind.
Response from another viewer: And her heart.
Time allows a women to accept herself in a natural state, without make-up, bras and cultural expectations. The more time you have, the more
you get to know yourself.
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Margaret LeJeune, Robin and Rose from the Modern Day Diana Series, 2009, silver gelatin photograph, 18 x 20 inches
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Top, bottom or versatile?
do you use any of these terms to define yourself? If so, which one?
Total top.
Top.
Bottom.
Bottom to top, but in that order.
Versatile – better that way.
No – inward/outward.
Top.
Into it all.
I am seen as top, but prefer to be topped, usually and often.
Always top, I own that pussy.
Anal, doesn’t matter top or bottom... I’m a guy.
Versatile bottom.
How about equals?
Response from another viewer: Just because someone’s a bottom doesn’t mean they aren’t in charge or that the relationship isn’t among equals.
Versatile doesn’t even make sense.

How does what we do define who we are?
We should define ourselves by who we are (what we believe) rather than what we do (label).
Response from another viewer: It’s the doing that matters, sometimes.
Who we are should stem not from what we do, but who we as people can do for others. Your hobbies are not you.
Perhaps who we are internally defines what we do.
Who am I to answer, and who are you to ask?
No more than yesterday’s snow defines the sky today.
“It’s not who you do, but why you do them.” – Thoreau
If I am and do nothing, I am nothing.
What we do is how others see us, and that is ultimately how we are defined by others .
Actions speak louder than words. (And well-behaved women rarely make history.)
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Cory W. Peeke, Pope Pius VII Tells the Story of Creation, 2010, mixed media on paper, 36 x 28 inches
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Is gender only related to humans? What about plants and animals?
Sex is biological, gender is cultural.
Response from another viewer: So true.
No, animals also have gender roles, not just biological ones.
Response from another viewer: That’s their culture. A pride of lions have culture.
In a time/age of mild intense distraction, it is so easy to overlook — to lose our focus on life — the whole of it!
Response from another viewer: All plants are trans-sexual.
Some plants are, some are not.
Gender is created by society.
The point is about adaptation. You do what you can to survive and thrive in your environment.

How does time affect a man?
Time is inevitable, no matter how it affects us, we cannot control it.
It may ravage the body, but hopefully not the soul...
How can man affect time?
“Time is a great healer, but a lousy beautician.” – JFK
The same way it affects a woman.
Time is golden.
One would think it makes you wiser... but that would require one to think.
A boy is always so eager to grow and be a man, yet a man is so reluctant to give up his youth.
When a man is growing up he needs to provide for his family and once he cannot, he realizes his son is now becoming a man.

How does history and/or culture affect gender?
Traditions.
Opportunities.
Making of characteristics.
Stereotypes.
What really is control?
Response from another viewer: Men.
Response from another viewer: Not for long.
Traditions.
Everything in the whole world affects gender.
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Amanda Fulk, I Want to be a Real Boy, 2010, photo printed on metal, 18 x 24 inches
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Can pretty men be masculine?
Yes!
Masculinity is not derived from how you look but how you feel and present.
I am. Yes.
What is masculine?
Michael Lang.
Definitely.
Masculinity is an identity, a trait you can or cannot choose to identify with.
Yes.
Overgrown boys and under grown boys.
Buy masculinity.
Depends on your definition of the word “pretty.”

Is feminist art still relevant? Why or why not?
Given right wing attacks on women, it should make us all more fierce, we need feminist art.

How many genders are there?
(The viewers answered this question before and after viewing the images.)
Before
3.
Your personal journey creates your gender – just incredible.
Blessed are the double spirited.
2 – male, female.
Ok, why?
After
3.
7 (male, female, transgender, m->f, f->m, drag queens, drag king, cross dressers).
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Additional Image Plates

Fawn Atencio, Where are all of the Women in Morocco? 2010, woodcut, 15 x 8 inches
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Diane Blackwell, In Both Camps, 2008, digital photography, 18 x 24 inches
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Left: Ria Brodell, Self Portrait as a Nun or a Monk, circa 1250, 2010, gouache on paper, 15 x 11 inches
Right: Ria Brodell, Self Portrait as an Old Man (sports fan), 2010, gouache on paper, 15 x 11 inches
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Michelle Browne,
Sophia, 2010,
recycled bed quilt,
pillow, thread and wire,
24 x 48 inches
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Melis Bursin, Gloves, 2010, archival inkjet print, 20 x 16 inches
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Brooks Cashbaugh, Titans of the Future, 2010, oil and acrylic on canvas, 46 x 40 inches
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Monique Crine, Jeanine I, 2009, oil on canvas, 18 x 32 inches
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Jessica Damen, Here’s Looking At You Kid, II, 2007, ink painting on Mulberry paper, 38 x 21 inches
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Lisa Deloria Weinblatt, A Man/A Woman 3, 2008, oil on canvas, 80 x 66 inches
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Top: Jess T. Dugan, Self-Portrait with Mom, 2005, silver gelatin print, 20 x 16 inches
Bottom left: Jess T. Dugan, Julee in Drag, 2006, silver gelatin print, 20 x 16 inches.
Bottom right: Jess T. Dugan,Calvin, 2008, silver gelatin print, 20 x 16 inches
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Andrea Eis, Intensive Perfect, from the Greek Grammar Series, 2008, archival inkjet print, 16 x 16 inches
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Left: Donise English, Help, 2007, collage with hand-stitching, ink transfer, gouache on paper, 16 x 11 inches
Right: Donise English, Vessel, 2007, collage with hand-stitching, ink transfer, gouache on paper, 12 x 10 inches
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Tim Fisher, Man In The Mirror, 2009, digital photograph, 19.5 x 25.5 inches

26

Lauren Gillette,
Hedy Jo Star/My Unique
Change, 2008, leather
jacket, paint, fabric,
photo transfer, 25 x 29
x 4 inches
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Brad Guarino, For What We Have Not Yet Lost, 2007, acrylic on canvas, 28 x 45 inches

28

Sharon Harper, Blue House, 2009, terra cotta, 10 x 6 x 5 inches
Sharon Harper, Pink Bag, 2009, terra cotta, 9 x 10 x 7 inches

29

Craig Hill, Do Bee or Don’t Bee, 2009, acrylic and resin on canvas, 24 x 24 inches
Craig Hill, I Aim to Please, 2009, acrylic, glitter and resin on canvas, 24 x 24 inches

30

Ibi Ibrahim, Love Only Knows Love, 2000, black-and-white photography, 18 x 24 inches
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Margaret LeJeune, Allyn from The Modern Day Diana Series, 2008, silver gelatin photograph, 17 x 20 inches
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Left: Harold Lohner, Atlas of Men: 127 Wasp, 2009, monoprint, 22 x 30 inches
Right: Harold Lohner, Atlas of Men: 461 Bear, 2009, monoprint, 22 x 30 inches
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Jeanette May, Easy on the Eyes: Lelia, 2010, archival pigment print, 20 x 40 inches

34

Dan McCormack, Val_W_10-03-10—7AB, 2010, digital pigment print, 18 x 20 inches
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Left: Nancy Morrow, Dirty, 2008-2009, mixed media on paper, 11 x 13 inches
Right: Nancy Morrow, Fresh, 2008, mixed media on paper, 13 x 11 inches
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Lindsay Page, Untitled from the Series Spawn, 2007, archival pigment print, 20 x 24 inches
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Joyce Polance, Shoulder, 2009, oil on panel, 18 x 32 inches
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Pamela Tiik Pollet, Garage Door, 2003, silver gelatin print, 21 x 26 inches
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Cole Robertson, Subject/Object Relations, 2010, archival inkjet print, 36 x 16 inches
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Left: Lauren Scanlon, Sweet Torment III, 2010, hand-cut romance novel book pages, gold thread, 8.5 x 11 inches
Right: Lauren Scanlon, Wilda II (The Love Battle), 2010, hand-cut romance novel book pages, gold thread, 8.5 x 11 inches
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Alexandria Smith, Some Kind of Eden, 2009, oil on wood panel, 43 x 47 inches

42

Karen Stone, Sweet Dreams, 2008, human hair, glue, paper, 24 x 28 inches

43

Anna-Stina Treumund, Queer, 2009, photo paper, glass, wood, 100 x 80 centimeters

44

Scott A. Turri, Tag Team, 2009, acrylic on canvas, 45 x 75 inches
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Left: Valetta, Age Appropriate Dress, 2010, manipulated photograph, 5 x 7 inches
Right: Valetta, Mini Skirt, 2010, manipulated photograph, 5 x 7 inches

46

Margaret Rose Vendryes, Girls in the Surf, 2010, oil on canvas, 28 x 19 inches

47

Cara Vickers-Kane, Untitled from Self-Portraits of Your Mother, 2007-2010, digital C-print on aluminum, 38 x 37 inches

48

Margeaux Walter, Morning Commute I, 2010, digital C-print, 30 x 30 inches

49

Anne Wedler, Shower, 2009, oil on canvas, 15 x 20 inches

50

Tricia Wright, Areola, 2009, paper, rubber, metal, 15 x 15 inches
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Digital Videos in the Exhibition
Kris Grey/Justin Credible, Ask A Tranny, 2010, single channel video with sound, 4:44 minutes
Leigh Wells, Looking for Lucretia, 2010, digital video and animation with sound, 3:17 minutes
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Visual Arts Committee
Chair – Jaap van Liere, alumnus, community member
Gary Adlestein, M.A., associate professor of English and art (retired)*
Mary Jane Androne, Ph.D., professor of English (retired)*
Maite Barragán, Ph.D., assistant professor of art history**
Andrea Chapdelaine, Ph.D., (former) provost and vice president for academic affairs*
Jerome Dersh, alumnus, community member*
Barbara Fahy, Ph.D., professor of history and art history
Matthew Garrison, M.F.A., associate professor of art and digital media, art department chair
Brian Glaze, M.F.A., assistant professor of art**
Richard Hamwi, Ph.D., professor of art
Connie Heller Horacek, associate professor of fashion (deceased)*
Jocelyn Kolb, M.F.A., visiting assistant professor of digital media*
Chris Kolva, community member*
Arlene Krumholz, community member
Karyn Loveless, community member**
Kristin Golden Mancuso, community member*
MeeAe Oh-Ranck, M.S. instructor of fashion**
Suzanne Palmer, LL.M, assistant professor of economics and business; pre-law advisor**
Archie Perrin, Ph.D., professor of art history and German
Jane Runyeon, artist, community member
Scott Schweigert, curator of art and civilization, Reading Public Museum
Robert Seesengood, Ph.D., associate dean of first-year and general education, professor of religious studies**
Barbara Thun, artist, community member
Tom Watcke, M.F.A., professor of art (retired)*
Kristen T. Woodward, M.F.A., professor of art
Albright College Administration 2020
Jacquelyn S. Fetrow, Ph.D., president and professor of chemistry and biochemistry
Karen A. Campbell, Ph.D., provost and vice president for academic affairs
David M. Tanner, M.P.A., director, Center for the Arts
Freedman Gallery 2020
Kristy Kline, B.A., administrative assistant, Center for the Arts
Kate Mishriki, M.A., registrar
Rich Houck, B.F.A., preparator

No asterisk indicates the individual was a committee member in 2011 and 2020.
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*A member in only 2011.

**A member in only 2020.

The Freedman Gallery at Albright College, named after former Albright trustee and alumna Doris Chanin Freedman, is located on the ground
floor of the Center for the Arts. Since its inception, the gallery focuses primarily on contemporary, living, American artists and hosts approximately
ten exhibitions each year rotating in the Main Gallery, Project Space and Foyer Gallery.
Freedman Gallery is located at 13th & Bern Streets, Reading, Pennsylvania 19612. Gallery Hours are Tuesday-Friday 9 a.m.-5 p.m. and Sunday
1-4 p.m. The gallery is closed on Mondays, Saturdays, holidays, breaks and summer.
Founded in 1856, Albright College educates creative, curious students to become adaptable, global citizens who discover and reach their full
potential. The college’s flexible interdisciplinary curriculum encourages students to combine majors and disciplines to create individualized
academic programs. Close faculty mentorship, numerous experiential learning options, and a diverse, supportive and nurturing community of
scholars and learners help students exceed their own expectations and graduate with a commitment to a lifetime of service and learning. Located in
Reading, Pennsylvania, Albright enrolls more than 1,800 full-time undergraduates and 700 adult learners and graduate students.

